Abstract -In this paper, we propose a method for classifying Fractal Models, not only describe texture but also synthesize it textures using Genetic Programming (GP). Texture features are using a specific model. extracted from the energy of subimages of the wavelet Genetic Programming (GP) [4] , which is an evolutionary decomposition. The GP is then used to evolve rules, which are method that lends itself naturally to the development of arithmetic combinations of energy features, to identify whether a program with the ability of automatically constructing texture image belongs to certain class. Instead of using only one rule to discriminate the samples, a set of rules are used to vappropriate structures for the solution as well as selectig the perform the prediction by applying the majority voting variables, has been applied to extract features from textures in technique. In our experiment results based on Brodatz dataset, the past. A GP method iS proposed based on raw pixel data the proposed method has achieved 99.6% test accuracy on an using dynamic range selection [5][6]. Gray level histogram, average. In addition, the experiment results also show that which is reported to outperform raw pixel features in the classification rules generated by this approach are robust to some cluster accuracy and convergence speed, is also used as noises on textures.
the proposed method has achieved 99.6% test accuracy on an using dynamic range selection [5] [6] . Gray level histogram, average. In addition, the experiment results also show that which is reported to outperform raw pixel features in the classification rules generated by this approach are robust to some cluster accuracy and convergence speed, is also used as noises on textures.
features to evolve the classification rules [7] . Inspired by the psycho visual study, multi-scale processing Keywords -Classification, Genetic Programming, Texture is a promising way to deal with texture analysis. Therefore Analysis, Wavelet Decomposition multiresolution technique is applied to transform an image into a representation that can represent the spatial as well as the frequency information in different scales. Due to the well I. INTRODUCTION established formal and solid representation of wavelet, the multiresolution analysis obtains features from subimages of Texture analysis is one of the fundamental issues in image wavelet decomposition of 2D images. processing and machine vision. It 
has been applied in a variety
In this paper, the energy features are extracted by Haar of fields, such as remote sensing, automatic inspection and wavelet decomposition and then GP is applied to evolve rules medical image processing. The main problems of texture to identify whether a texture image belongs to a certain class.
analysis are the texture classification, segmentation and
The GP is able to produce classification rules that are robust to synthesis based on texture features, which are believed to be some random noises and achieves high test accuracy. the distinct characteristics of textures. The texture feature can be defined as a value, computed from the image of an object, II. EXTRACT FEATURES USING WAVELET DECOMPOSITION that quantifies some characteristics of gray-level variation within the object [1] . To and 3rd subimages respectively. Then for the nth level, the 1) Initialize the population with randomly generated indices of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal subimages are obvious physical interpretation. The feature set now consists of
The following parts will focus on how to use GP to solve the energies of different scales, which is an important texture classification problem. We will present the characteristic for texture analysis [3] .
representation of classification rules, the fitness evaluation, and other configurations in GP.
F] <B. Rule Representation
In texture classification problems, programs in GP are corresponding to the classification rules. A typical example of when selecting the best individual as elitist, such that the prediction, the number of true negative predication, the fitness evaluation and genetic operators will not be affected. In number positive samples, and the number of negative samples order to refine an even shorter rule, the evolution progress will respectively. It is clear that the rules which classify all the not terminate until 200 generation passed, no matter when the samples correctly achieve a fitness value of I and the ones best rule achieves the fitness of 1. More GP parameters are list which misclassify all the samples obtain a fitness value of 0.
in Table II According to the curves we also find that the fitness Five types of textures (shown in Fig. 4) are obtained from convergence speed ofrules in class 3 and 4 is much faster than the bench mark dataset: Brodatz texture album [10] . For each the ones in other three classes. These results suggest that the class, 20 non-overlapping samples with the size of 64x64 are classification rule for class 3 and 4 should be "easier" than the randomly selected from original textures. Among them 10 others. ones are used to train the classifier and other 10 are used as Fig. 5 . From the curve, we can find that the fitness of these Rule Expression ofrule rules in class 3 and 4 converge to the average fitness 1. That R1 +(-(El,SQR(E15)),*(-(E16,E8),E9)) means any single rule evolved in class 3 and 4 can classify all R2 -(-(-(E15,E18),E9),E9) the samples correctly. However, the average fitness of rules in R3 |-(E18,E1 1) class 1, 2, and 5 did not reach the value of 1, which indicates R4 - (El 1,E16) that not all the evolved rules successfully classify the training R5 ±(E15,-(E18,-(E16,E18))) samples. However, majority voting groups ofrules in class 1, 2 The results are summarized in Fig. 8 , where the average, Comparing with other classifiers, one of the merits of using maximum, and minimum values of test accuracies in 20 runs GP is that it is transparent in the sense that the mechanism used are compared. We can find that when the SNR is I OdB, the test to classify samples is available for inspection. In the proposed accuracy still can achieve a reasonable value of 95.50. When approach, classification rules are arithmetic combination of the SNR is lower than 1OdB, the test accuracy is decreased energy features. Given a rule, say -(E21,E12), an dramatically. We also find that when the SNR is higher than interpretation can be concluded that this type of texture has 1Odb, most of the perfect classification rules that classify the much higher energy in the 21st subimage and lower energy in noisy samples correctly are the same as the ones evolved using the 12th subimage. The same conclusion can be obtained by original samples. Further more, when the SNR is 1vdB, none of analyzing the positive/negative contribution of terminals.
perfect classification rules in class 1, 2, 3, and 5 can be However,whenitcomestothemeaningof*and0,itbecomes evolved. In fact, for those samples with the SNR of 1 dB, it is harder to interpret. Especially, in the situation where multiply too noisy to tell the differences even with human eyes. two subtraction expression together, for example However, samples in class 4 maintain some features which are *Q-(E21,E12),-(E14,E7)), where the positive/negative noticeable to human eyes. contribution is not fixed unless a certain sample is assigned.
Therefore to develop a comprehensible rule representation [1 1] Chang, T., Jay Kuo, C.-C., "Texture analysis and classification with However, it does not lead to the conclusion that the more rules tree-structured wavelet transform," IEEE Trans. Image Process. 2 (4), used the higher accuracy can be achieved. Further 429-440, 1993. investigation is needed to find the number of rules, which can give the optimal results.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method that uses GP to evolve rules for the texture classification problem. Each evolved rule contains an S-expression, which is the arithmetic combination of the energy features of subimages in the pyramidal wavelet decomposition. A majority voting technique is also applied to enhance the performance of prediction and deal with the multi-class problem. A set of perfect rules, which classify all the samples correctly are obtained by the GP. Using these perfect rules, most parts of the noisy images generated from the training samples can be classified accurately. The test accuracy of 99.6% is achieved over 20 runs. All these results give us the confidence that the proposed method is suitable for the texture classification problem. However, as we discussed before there are many problems remained in the proposed method and further more efforts are still needed.
